Dîngîral (Campground)

A starry night head to the campground
Girls in ebony skins
Well trained breast
Refreshing smiles
The ivory teeth well tidy
With flat breasts
With wide hips
They form a circle
At the end of which
One of them is sitting there
Bathtub beneath her feet
She beats by lifting in a jiffy
Draped in their beautiful clothes
The other girls cheering in unison.
Shortly after tears up the air a melodious voice
And other together repeat
Then they make inputs on stage
Two by two, in a rhythmic pace
And the boys eagerly devouring eyes
Each dances, demonstrates, torpedoes hips as she can.
When silence or calm gives way to noise and brainstorming household,
The lovebirds meet, exchange rings and ideas.
The lover teaches the flower of his soul
To adopt good habits throughout life
Everyone enriches and learns from the other
Such as studious students eager to learn
In front of stories, riddles and puzzles
They are all ears
At daybreak boys and girls disperse
Like dead leaves scattered in the village
And are preparing to go to the very joyfully fields.
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